Open Access Policy
Leuven University Press

True to its commitment to disseminate scholarly knowledge and support academic
research, Leuven University Press supports Open Access by allowing authors and editors
the following non-transferable rights:
For journal articles and contributions to edited volumes
For monographs
For titles ‘out of print’
Open Access Mandates
Summary

For journal articles and contributions to edited volumes
To archive the submitted article before peer review and editorial remarks, as well as the revised
and accepted contribution after peer review and editorial remarks, but without publisher’s lay
out, to be archived on the author’s personal webpage*, the author’s departmental website and
in the institutional repository of the institute to which the author is affiliated at the time of
submission and/or publication.
The author is also allowed to archive the ‘version of record’, i.e. the article or contribution as
published including copy editing and lay out (in PDF) on the author’s personal webpage and on
the author’s departmental website upon publication. These webpages should be not-for-profit
webpages. Excluded are for-profit webpages such as (but not limited to) Academia.edu.
The author is also allowed to deposit the same version of record in institutional repositories or
subject repositories, but the content of the article or contribution should be made accessible no
sooner than 12 months after publication date.

All postings need to be accompanied by
- a prominent statement that the text has been submitted or accepted for publication /
was published by Leuven University Press
- a proper copyright notice (© Universitaire Pers Leuven/Leuven University Press)
- additional full bibliographical data upon publication (full title, author/editor, year of
publication / volume, ISBN / ISSN, page numbers)
- a hyperlink to the UPL website where the publication is to be found
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For monographs
To archive the submitted manuscript (including unrevised dissertations) before editorial
remarks and/or peer review on the author’s personal webpage*, the author’s departmental
website and in the institutional respository of the institute to which the author is affiliated at
the time of submission and/or publication.
All postings need to be accompanied by
- a prominent statement that the text has been submitted or accepted for publication /
was published by Leuven University Press
- a proper copyright notice (© Universitaire Pers Leuven/Leuven University Press)
- additional full bibliographical data upon publication (full title, author/editor, year of
publication / volume, ISBN / ISSN, page numbers)
- a hyperlink to the UPL website where the publication is to be found
Without permission, the revised and accepted manuscript after editorial remarks and peer
review, as well as the published version including lay out may not be archived by the author in a
repository or in any other form on the internet as long as the title is ‘in print’, i.e. available in a
print or electronic version from the publisher.
For critical text editions presenting an annotated edition of historical manuscripts, the authors
are allowed to archive the transcription of the original manuscript on a personal webpage* or
repository but without the critical apparatus and/or introductory texts.
Reference works and textbooks intended for student use may not be archived by the author.
For titles ‘out of print’
When a title runs ‘out of print’, i.e. when the title is no longer available from the publisher in
either a print or electronic version, and the publisher decides not to reprint the title within 12
months after the last copy sold, all rights automatically revert to the author. In this case, the
publisher proposes to the author to make the title freely available on the internet by posting a
PDF file of the title on the publisher’s website as well as in archives, repositories and on
websites of the author’s choice. Please note that all Leuven University Press contracts state that
the publisher will keep a title available either in print and/or electronically for at least five years
after initial publication.
Open Access Mandates
Leuven University Press supports authors who choose to publish, against a one-off charge, a
monograph or edited volume immediately in Open Access and/or to comply with OA mandates
of funding agencies and institutions to make the content freely available on the web. The author
is allowed to archive/post his text in all archives/repositories of his choice. The publisher will
make the text available in various international OA-networks such as OAPEN and JSTOR.
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Author’s own personal
or departmental
webpage*

Author’s own institutional
repository or subject
repository (free of
charge) with open
access*
e.g. Lirias
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Introductory text
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transcription of text without annotations
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annotated transcription of text
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O

version of record: as published, incl copy editing
and lay out (PDF)

O

O

Reference work

O

O

Text books

O

O

Summary
Journal articles
submitted contribution before editorial remarks /
peer review
revised and accepted contribution after editorial
remarks / peer review (no lay out)
version of record: as published, incl copy editing
and lay out (PDF)
Edited Volumes
submitted contribution before editorial remarks /
peer review
revised and accepted contribution after editorial
remarks / peer review (no lay out)
version of record: as published, incl copy editing
and lay out (PDF)
Monographs
manuscript submitted before editorial remarks /
peer review (including unrevised dissertations)
revised and accepted manuscript after editorial
remarks / peer review (no lay out)
version of record: as published, incl copy editing
and lay out (PDF)
Text editions

* provided the posting is accompanied by a prominent statement that the text has been submitted or accepted for
publication by Leuven University Press together with a proper copyright notice, additional full bibliographical data
upon publication, and if possible a link to the UPL website where the book is to be found. Inclusion in institutional
repositories other than of the institution to which the author is affiliated at the time of submission/publication is
subject to additional permission. All commercial reprints are subject to permission from the publisher. The author’s
personal webpage should be a not-for-profit webpage. Excluded are for-profit webpages such as (but not limited
to) Academia.edu and ResearchGate.
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